STUDENTS ON YouthTruth

STUDENT SURVEY

GIVING A VOICE
“In middle school, I was one of the few students that represented the student body in ASB and I realized that system didn’t work. We were a few that didn’t know the majority. YouthTruth gives students something most schools don’t utilize: a voice.”
Tori Blas, 12th Grade

THE START OF CHANGE
“YouthTruth takes time, but it’s worth it because it gives the teachers a bigger perspective of what is in the students’ minds and what they’re feeling or what they need to improve on.”
Lorena Moulten, 11th Grade

SUPPORTING STUDENTS
“A way YouthTruth has helped was that I felt insecure in my teacher’s class due to the other students and after the survey she helped me out more.”
Alex Sangalang, 12th Grade

TIME TO REFLECT
“I feel like it’s useful for students too because you get to know if they need more help or might have difficulty in a certain class. It definitely helped me reflect on my classes and teachers, especially with knowing if the topic is easy or hard to understand.”
Ambahr Morales–Cuevas, 11th Grade

About the Authors
We are students from High Tech High Chula Vista who decided that for our student led project on quality Education we’d create an infographic to advocate the use of YouthTruth. We found it helpful in our school allowing kids to speak for their education that seeing others use it too would be a great change.

For more info, visit youthtruthsurvey.org
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